Let BMOQ be the space of functions on the open unit ball in C" with bounded mean oscillation in the Bergman metric defined using the volume LP integral (see Introduction for precise definition). This paper studies the structure of BM(f d . In particular, we show how BMOPQ depends on p . We also characterize BMO% in terms of certain Hankel operators acting on weighted Bergman LP spaces. A parallel study is made on the companion space VMOP d .
Introduction. By a well-known theorem of John-Nirenberg [4],
, the classical BMO of the unit circle is independent of the LP norm used to define it (usually the L ι norm is used for the definition of BMO on the circle). It is also well known [12] that a function / on the circle is in BMO if and only if the Hankel operators with symbol / and / are both bounded on the Hardy space H 2 of the circle. A new type of BMO, denoted BMO d (Ω) , is introduced in [1], [2] for any bounded domain Ω in the complex space C n . The space is defined in terms of the Bergman metric using the L 2 norm with respect to the volume measure. It is proved in [1] that an L 2 function / on a bounded symmetric domain Ω is in BMOQ (Ω) if and only if the Hankel operators (defined in terms of the Bergman projection) with symbol / and / are both bounded on the Bergman L 2 space. In this paper we show that BMO in the Bergman metric actually depends on the LP norm used to define it (in contrast with the JohnNirenberg phenomenon). We will precisely describe the dependence of BMO in the Bergman metric on p. The BMO in the Bergman metric defined using the volume LP norm will be used to characterize certain bounded Hankel operators acting on weighted Bergman LP spaces.
We need to introduce some notation in order to state our results precisely. For some technical reasons, we will content ourselves with the open unit ball in C n . Some of the results and analysis here also hold for bounded symmetric domains (for example, all the results in §2 with some obvious changes). Let B n be the open unit ball in C n with normalized volume measure dv(z). We will also need the following measures: 378 KEHE ZHU dυ a (z) = C a (l-\z\ 2 ) a dυ(z) 9 where a > -1 and C a is a positive normalizing constant so that dv a is a probability measure. Let β(z 9 w) be the Bergman distance function on B n . For any z e B n and r > 0 let D(z,r) = {weB n : β(z,w)<r} be the Bergman metric ball with center z and radius r. The (normalized) volume of D(z, r) will be denoted by \D(z, r)|. For a locally dt> integrable function / on B n we define a function / r on B n as follows:
/r00=, * rM ί f(w)dv(w), zeB n . The above corollary is partially proved in [11] in the special case a = n + 1 and λ = 0; but again the setting in [11] is a bounded symmetric domain. The projection P n +\ is frequently used in the study of the Bergman space L\ (see [7] , [12] In the first version of the paper Theorem B was proved under the additional assumption p(n +1 + a) = 2(n +1 +λ). (The proof was based on a method introduced in [8] .) Daniel Luecking read the preprint and found a way of getting around this condition. I am grateful to Professor Luecking for allowing me to use his proof and obtain Theorem B in its present form. I also wish to thank the referee for carefully reading the manuscript and making several useful suggestions for improvement (and in some instances corrections) of the paper. In particular, the referee significantly simplified the proof of Lemma 9 and part of the proof of Theorem 5.
The structure of BMθP d .
In this section we study the structure of the space BMO?, consisting of functions / on B n with
where
is the dv integral mean of / over D(z, r).
is in BMO? if and only if there exists a constant C > 0 such that for any z eB n there is a constant λ z with \f{w)-λ z ψdv{w)<C.

D(z,r)
Proof. The "only if part follows by taking λ z = f r (z).
To prove the "if part, assume that the above inequality holds for all z e B n . By the triangle inequality for the LP integral,
completing the proof of the lemma. (1) feBA?;
Proof. See Theorem A in [10] . D
We will simply write BA P for BA p r . We will use the following norms on BA P :
zeB n Jβ n For λ > -1 and / on B n we will write
J This is called the Berezin transform of / with respect to the measure dυ λ . It is easy to check that the following change of variable formula holds for all λ > -1: The right side of the above inequality is a finite constant; this follows from the triangle inequality β(w, u) < β(0,w) + β(0,u) and the following explicit formula for the Bergman distance:
We see that / e BO implies that ||/o φ z -B λ f(z)\\ p is bounded in z.
The proof of the equivalence of (3) and (4) is similar to that of Lemma 1. We omit the details. See [9] for the theory of Bloch functions in several complex variables. Proof. We prove the boundedness of T. The boundedness of S can be proved similarly (see [3] ).
The case p = 1 follows directly from Fubini's theorem and Lemma 8. So we assume 1 < p < +oo and i + 1 = 1. Write By Schur's theorem [12] , T is bounded on L implies that both 7/J α) and 7/| α) are bounded on L^(5 W , dv λ ).
Next we assume that i/j α) and /ίi α) are bounded on LP{B n , dυ λ ).
We show that / e BMOP d . By considering the real and imaginary parts of / , we may as well assume that / is real-valued. Since In fact, g z can be chosen as follows:
Since / is real-valued, \\foφ z -g z \\<C implies that ||Im&||<C, zeB n .
By Lemma 10, there exists another constant M > 0 such that for all z eB n . It follows from the triangle inequality that
for all z e B n . By the equivalence of (1) and (4) 
is the dual of the little Bloch space 38 § (see [3] ). The dualities just mentioned are given by </,*)= lim / f{rz)Wϊ)dv λ {z).
r->\~ JB n (The above limit can be taken inside the integral when 1 < p < +oo.) For 1 < p < +oo, we equip L p a (dv λ ) with the weak-star topology induced by the above dualities. We say that a linear operator Proof. The proof here is similar to that in the case n = 1 given in §7.2 of [12] . We omit the details here. D
We will simply write VO for VO r . Proof, The proof is similar to that of the special case p = 2 and n = 1 given in §7.2 of [12] . We omit the details here. See also [10] . 
